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Abstract - This paper is concerned with an adaptive equalization problem in mobile radio 
communication. An incoming signal is disturbed by an outgoing signal. The task of equalization 
is to filter out the disturbance. A common assumption in this context is one of vanishing cross 
correlation between disturbing signal and ensuing error vector. In this paper nonvanishing cross 
correlation is allowed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A typical situation in adaptive equalizer theory is shown in Figure 
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Figure 1 
and stochastic signal Uk (k E IN: discrete time) is disturbed by an 
also real-valued and stochastic. The disturbance yk is assumed to 
ck = Uk+Yk, 
L-l 
Yk = c !aak-A =: gTak, 
x=0 
*We are indebted to Professor B. Dejon for most helpful advice during the preparation of this paper and to 
Dr. G. Ungerboeck for critical comments on a first version. 
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the gx E IR. being unknown deterministic coefficients (constant over time) to be estimated in the 
course of the process. The estimate ck of g, available at time k, is being used to equalire the 
disturbed signal fik according to 
i& - CT,, 
ii x (g - Ck)Tak 1: 
Uk+dkr 
&rak. 
In a large class of adaptive equalizing systems the estimate Ck of g is improved recursively 
according to 
Ck+l := Ck -t ak(uk + 4k)ak 
or, equivalently, 
Ek+l := ek - ak(uk + 4k)ak = (c? - akakaT)ek - akukak 
(e: unit matrix of order L), where Cyk > 0 is a step size parameter to be specified below. 
In addition, use will be made of the so called homogenized process 
&+l := (8 - akakaz)& , zo := Eo. 
Presently available analyses of convergence all appear to rely on the assumption that the 
stochastic processes (ek)&N and (ak)keN have cross correlation zero; see Gersho [l], Maze [2], 
Ungerboeck [3], Friedrichs [4]. I n oral communications frequently need is expressed for some 
convergence analysis admitting nonvanishing cross correlation. The objective of this paper is to 
provide such an analysis. It is based on the following 
UNIFORM PROJECTION ASSUMPTION. 
3 p E (0; 1) : E(llPkekf) > P2E(bkli2) VkEIN, (1) 
3 b E (0; 1) : E(t18shli2) > fi2E(thii2) VkEIN, (2) 
E denoting the expected value functional and Pk the orthogonal projection operator, in lRL, on 
the span of ak. (For ak # 0, PkEk = $$+a, with llak112 := a:ak.) 
As is common in this context, (ak)kEN and (Uk)&m are assumed to be wide sense stationary 
stochastic processes having zero mean, the process (uk)&N being stochastically independent of 
the process (ak)kcm. 
2. EXPECTED VALUE AND VARIANCE OF THE ERROR VECTOR 
For any realization of the stochastic process (uk, ak, Ek)kEN we consider the square matrices 
(of order L) 
Tk := & - akaka: (k E m) with &k := &, for ak # 0, and 6 E (0;2) . 
As is easily seen, TkEk = ek - &P,+k. 
LEMMA 1. Under the above uniform projection assumption, part (I), 
E(ll%d12) 5 {’ - “‘“,- ~)P2~Ekl12) Vk E IN. 
=:-p 
(3) 
PROOF. Let T = Ek - PkEk. By the formula of Pythagoras, 
llTkd = llP112 + (1 - 6)211pkEk\12 
= j1ek112 - j/pk~kj12 + (1 - 6)211Pkekjj2 
= ljek112 - (1 - (1 - 6)2)11pkek112. 
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Thence, 
E(KGe~l12) = E(llek112) - 6(2 - ~)E(119e~112) 
5 (1 - p26(2 - 6))E(llekll”) (uniform projection assumption) 
=: ~~E(lle~ll”). 
REMARKS. 
(i) For (Zk)kem a similar estimate obtains (under the uniform projection assumption, part (2)): 
E(llT&112) I {l - “‘“,- S)P2;E(ll:kl12) VLEIN. (4) 
=:42 
(ii) Positing the existence of E(lleol12) one deduces easily, by use of (3) and (4), the existence of 
E(llekl12) and E(ll&112) - which, in turn, implies the existence of E(Q) and E(Zk) (k E IN). 
(iii) (1 - p25(2 - 6)) E (0; 1) and (1 - p26(2 - ~5)) E (0; l), and consequently r,y E (0; 1). 
Nevertheless, the preceding lemma does not state that the matrices Tk (k E IN) are con- 
tractive. In fact, they are only nonexpansive. What, however, prevails is some kind of 
selective contraction in as much as Tk is contractive on the one-dimensional linear subspace 
of IRL spanned by ak. 
In the sequel, IllfIll will stand for dm. Th e inequality in Lemma 1 then reads 
IIITkEklll 5 ?‘llleklll. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that lll~~lll exists and therefore also I IlZ~lII k E IN, (cf. Remark (ii)). Then 
the limit of (E(Ek))kEN is the zero vector in RL: 
PROOF. 
IlE(~+dll = 
= 
= 
2 
= 
5 
I 
Thence, I;l;$llE(ek)ll = 0 
pm, E(Q) = 0. 
llE((c - uk_akazj,ck) - F(akfkak),ll 
:= Tk =o 
IIE(TkTk-lek-1) - E(Tkak-luk-lak-I)!( 
lIE(TkTk-1Ek-1) - E(Tk~k-lak-l)Ecu,-1)11 
=o 
IIE(TkTk-I.. .Toeo>ll 
E(IITkTk-1.. .Toeoll) 
E(llTkzkll) 
djvimi7 
?‘lllZklll 5 ... 5 ?k+lIIleOjII 
(? E (0; l)! )* 
(Schwarz’ Inequality) 
(cf. Remark (i)). 
THEOREM 2. With the additional assumption E(l/(arak)) < A2 < cm (Vk E IN) the 
following inequality obtains: 
limsup IlkkIll I A, 
k+m 
where b := NJA and U := Jm (= ,/m Vk rg IN). 
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lll~kt1lll I III~k4ll + IIIwk4ll (III * III is a norm) 
I 7lll~~lll + b (cf. Lemma 1) 
5 7L+‘lllq,lll+b(l+7+72+...+7”) 
L 7k+1111QllI + &. 
REMARK. As 6 decreases from 1 to 0 the limiting fluctuation of the Q, as measured by 
limsup lll~lll d ecreases also; at the same time, however, the contraction constant 7 increases, 
worsening the tracking capability of the adaptive filtering system. This is a common dilemma in 
the area of adaptive algorithms; see, e.g., Benveniste, MCtivier, and Priouret [5]. 
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